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I. INTRODUCTION 

 As a society, we often encounter emotionally charged and divisive 
issues, such as war, abortion, capital punishment, homosexuality, and civil 
rights.  Opposing viewpoints can result from differences in moral, ethical, 
demographic, and societal influences, and they typically cannot be 
reconciled by science because they are not completely based in fact.  Until 
recently, the same could be said of the proposition that there are some 
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people incarcerated in our prisons who are innocent of the crimes for 
which they were convicted.  Three letters changed that proposition from a 
theoretical argument to a factual one:  DNA. 

Genetic science has made significant contributions to the criminal 
justice system, evidenced by the countless examples of its use in ongoing 
criminal investigations, in the confirmation of guilt, and in the 
establishment of innocence.  However, the impact of DNA goes beyond 
the case-by-case analysis of its contributions.  In the ongoing debate about 
the assertion that wrongful conviction of the innocent occurs, DNA has 
made believers, or at least listeners, out of some of the strongest skeptics.  
It has created a bright-line distinction between cases in which the accused is 
acquitted, which to some people does not necessarily equate to innocence, 
and cases in which there is a complete exoneration and innocence cannot 
be debated.  Because of the recent number of irrefutable DNA 
exonerations, a common ground now exists on which law enforcement, 
prosecution, and defense can stand together and agree that if there are 
ways to decrease the possibility of a wrongful conviction without risking 
conviction of the guilty, they should be pursued.  The North Carolina 
Actual Innocence Commission was created because that common ground 
exists.1 

II. BACKGROUND 

In October 2002, North Carolina Chief Justice I. Beverly Lake, Jr. 
invited representatives from areas of law enforcement, criminal justice, and 
legal academia to join him in a round-table discussion on the topic of 
wrongful convictions.2  The impetuses for the meeting can best be 
presented by the words written by Chief Justice Lake to those who were 
invited, which read: 

 
     During my years of public service, I have often spoken of my 
concerns regarding needed reform in our justice system, including the 
need for increased accessibility to justice for our less fortunate, the 
need for increased funding to improve court efficiency and service, and 
the need for increased professionalism in our court operations.  An 

 

 1. See INNOCENCE PROJECT, NORTH CAROLINA ACTUAL INNOCENCE 
COMMISSION—MISSION STATEMENT, OBJECTIVES, AND PROCEDURES, at 
http://www.innocenceproject.org/docs/NC_Innocence_Commission_Mission.html (last 
visited Apr. 14, 2004) (setting forth the Commission’s mission statement, objectives, 
and procedures). 
 2. Id. 
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additional growing concern, which partly results from those above 
mentioned, is the prospect of conviction and incarceration of innocent 
persons, as evidenced by the recent exonerations of the innocent from 
our nation’s and state’s prisons. . . .  [T]hese exonerations challenge us 
to further review our criminal justice system for potential changes 
which can minimize future convictions of the innocent, without 
jeopardizing the conviction of the guilty, and also establish a 
mechanism for objective review of credible innocence claims. 
     To this end, I invite you to join me in a round-table discussion 
regarding the establishment of [an Innocence Commission] to review 
innocence issues relevant to the State of North Carolina. . . . It is my 
hope that after our meeting each of you will [be willing] . . . [to] assign 
a delegate [from your organization] to serve [] on a working 
Commission to identify innocence issues relevant to the State of North 
Carolina, review and evaluate work already being done in other states 
on the issue, outline recommendations for changes in this state, and 
present those recommendations to a forum of representatives of our 
justice system, including police, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and 
judges.  Without representation from each arm of the justice system, 
during the exploratory proposal, acceptance and implementation 
stages, we will lose the benefits of the great wealth of experience each 
arm has to offer and the ability to successfully implement change. 
      . . . [O]ur joint efforts can have a strong positive impact on North 
Carolina’s justice system and our citizen’s faith in it. . . .3 

Although several Commission members now admit they were 
skeptical that a group with such varied and often opposing viewpoints 
could engage in productive dialogue on such a sensitive subject, the initial 
meeting was extremely positive.4  Discussions resulted in “agreement 
among representatives that causation issues associated with conviction of 
the innocent need to be understood by all members of the enforcement and 
justice system and that corrective options should be identified and actions 
implemented where possible.”5  As a result, the North Carolina Actual 
Innocence Commission, the first innocence commission of its kind in the 
country, was established.6  To date, all but one of the original invitees 
remain on the Commission. 
 

 3. Letter from North Carolina Chief Justice I. Beverly Lake, Jr., to North 
Carolina law enforcement and criminal justice representatives 1 (Oct. 22, 2002) (on file 
with the author). 
 4. A Conversation with Christine Mumma, N.C. POL. REV., Aug. 2003, at 2, 
at http://www.ncpoliticalreview.com/0803/mumma2.htm. 
 5. INNOCENCE PROJECT, supra note 1. 
 6. Id. 
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III. OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the Commission were established through 
agreement of its members and were documented in the Commission’s 
mission statement as follows: 

The primary objective of the North Carolina Actual Innocence 
Commission is to make recommendations which reduce or eliminate 
the possibility of the wrongful conviction of an innocent person.   
Through its work, the Commission hopes to raise awareness of the 
issues surrounding wrongful convictions.  It is anticipated that 
accomplishment of this objective will increase the conviction of the 
guilty, positively impact public trust and confidence in the State’s 
justice system, and decrease the overall cost of the prosecution, trial 
and appeal processes. 

           Specific Commission objectives are: 

1.  To identify the most common causations of conviction of the 
     innocent, both nationally and in North Carolina. 
2.  To provide education to members regarding each type of  
     causation. 
3.  To provide a forum for open and productive dialog between  
     Commission members regarding each type of causation. 
4.  To identify current North Carolina procedures implicated by 
     each type of causation. 
5.  To identify, through research, experts, and discussion, 
     potential solutions in the form of procedural or process 
     changes or educational opportunities for elimination of each 
     type of causation. 
6.  To consider potential implementation plans, cost  
     implications, and the impact on conviction of the guilty for 
     each potential solution. 
7.  To issue interim reports recommending solutions for each 
     causation issue identified, including recommended 
     implementation plans, cost implications, and potential impact 
     on the conviction of the guilty.7 

IV. OPERATION 

The Commission is currently comprised of thirty-one members.  In 
identifying potential members, Chief Justice Lake’s criteria included 

 

 7. Id. 
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commitment to the improvement of the criminal justice system, willingness 
to engage in productive dialogue, and diversity in both geographic 
representation and criminal justice system perspective.8  Those criteria are 
clearly evidenced by the current composition of the Commission, which 
includes the Chief Justice as chairman, an executive director, the State 
Attorney General, the Director of the State Bureau of Investigation, the 
Secretary of Crime Control and Public Safety, an associate supreme court 
justice, superior court judges, legislative representatives, prosecutors, 
sheriffs, police chiefs, deputies in law enforcement, defense attorneys, 
victim advocates, law professors, and private attorneys.9  Although the 
Commission benefits from the breadth of expertise in its membership, the 
Commission’s success is contingent on each member being willing to step 
out of his or her professional role and act as an objective participant in 
reaching the common goal of increasing the reliability of convictions. 

All of the Commission members have extremely busy and demanding 
jobs and are volunteering their time to serve because they recognize the 
importance of the Commission’s objectives.  Meetings are held every six to 
eight weeks, are scheduled to last three hours, and always include a 
working lunch.10  This allows travel time for members, minimizes disruption 
to the work day for those who are not traveling, and allows for a short 
period of open topic discussion during each meeting.  Although it may 
sound trivial, finding a day of the week that would maximize meeting 
participation was not easy.  In the end, primarily because of court 
schedules, the Commission determined that all meetings would be held on 
Fridays. 

The structure of the Commission’s meetings has been effective in 
encouraging dialogue.  Tables are placed in a square to maximize face-to-
face contact and name tents are placed at the seats before the meetings to 
encourage interaction among the various areas of representation.  
Materials relating to the topic of discussion for each meeting are 
distributed to members in advance and, when necessary, experts are 
consulted and attend meetings to educate members and facilitate 
discussions. 

Each meeting is held as a full Commission; however, when study of a 

 

 8. See id. (stating that invitations were “based upon individual competence, 
experience, . . . anticipated commitment[,] . . . [and] the need for the Commission to be 
diversely representative of the criminal justice system”). 
 9. Id. 
 10. Id. 
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topic is completed, a small task force may be formed for issue follow-up.11  
Initially, Commission members discussed the possibility of breaking into 
smaller groups to study each issue and report back to the full 
Commission.12  However, it was agreed that, although studying each topic 
as a full Commission would take longer, it was more important that the 
diverse perspectives and experiences of all the Commission members be 
considered and that each member have confidence that a complete review 
of each topic was conducted.13 

Research, material distribution, and meeting coordination are 
primarily conducted by the executive director.14  In addition, several 
graduate students from local law schools have conducted topic-specific 
research for the Commission as part of their coursework.15 

Commission expenses include costs of meetings, mileage for 
members, expert speaker travel, materials, postage, and contract research 
services.16  Those expenses, as well as a videotaping pilot program, are 
funded by a grant awarded by the North Carolina Governor’s Crime 
Commission.17  The Crime Commission is a pass-through agency 
supporting criminal justice from several federal sources that fund North 
Carolina law enforcement and related nonprofit agencies.18  The 
Administrative Office of the Courts assists in the management of the 
Commission’s grant.19 

V. ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND AGENDA 

 The Commission chose eyewitness identification as its first topic of 
study because research has identified misidentification as the leading factor 
in the wrongful conviction of those exonerated nationally by DNA 
evidence.20  Additionally, witness identification is typically one of the first 

 

 11. Id. 
 12. Id. 
 13. Id. 
 14. Id. 
 15. See id. (providing for research associates to assist the executive director 
with duties of performing and compiling research). 
 16. Id. 
 17. Id. 
 18. See generally N.C. GOVERNOR’S CRIME COMM’N, GRANTS MANAGEMENT 
SECTION, at http://www.ncgccd.org/Grants_Mgmt/GM1.cfm (last visited Apr. 14, 2004). 
 19. INNOCENCE PROJECT, supra note 1. 
 20. See INNOCENCE PROJECT, MISTAKEN I.D., at 
http://www.innocenceproject.org/causes/mistakenid.php (last visited Apr. 14, 2004) 
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steps in an investigation.  If the identification is incorrect, the investigation 
that proceeds based on its reliance may actually lead to the development of 
additional contributing factors, such as false witness testimony or false 
confessions. 

 In conducting its work, the Commission was able to benefit from the 
extensive research already conducted regarding eyewitness identification.  
Additionally, the Commission surveyed and studied the identification 
procedures currently followed by North Carolina’s law enforcement, 
consulted with representatives from North Carolina’s law enforcement 
training and standards commissions, and consulted with experts, including 
Gary Wells, Professor of Psychology at Iowa State University; Brian 
Cutler, Professor of Psychology at UNC-Charlotte; and New Jersey Deputy 
Attorney General, Lori Linskey, who was responsible for the statewide 
implementation of revised identification procedures in that state.21 

 The synthesis of the Commission’s work on the topic of eyewitness 
identification was a document, unanimously adopted by Commission 
members, outlining recommended procedures for conducting eyewitness 
identification through the use of photos, live lineups, or showups.22  Some 
of the recommendations, such as prohibiting lineup administrator feedback 
during or after identification, were already being utilized by some of the 
North Carolina law enforcement community.  However, recommendations 
supporting double-blind sequential identification procedures represented 
significant changes for state law enforcement agencies. 

 In October 2003, the Commission issued its identification 
recommendations to the heads of the North Carolina police chiefs’ and 
sheriffs’ associations and the heads of the criminal justice and sheriffs’ 
training and standards commissions.  While it is the Commission’s hope 
that the recommendations will be adopted and formally incorporated into 
law enforcement training throughout the state as “best practices,” it is also 
the Commission’s hope that law enforcement and criminal justice 
representatives in each county will consider, voluntarily adopt, and 
implement the recommendations prior to formal incorporation into basic 
law enforcement training.  A Commission subcommittee has been 

 

(“In over two thirds of the first 138 postconviction DNA exonerations, mistaken 
eyewitness identification played a major part in the wrongful conviction.”). 
 21. INNOCENCE PROJECT, NORTH CAROLINA ACTUAL INNOCENCE 
COMMISSION—RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATION, at 
http://www.innocenceproject.org/docs/NC_Innocence_Commission_Identification.html 
(last visited Apr. 14, 2004). 
 22. Id. 
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established to track the progress of the recommendations and encourage 
their implementation. 

 After completing its work on identification, the Commission 
discussed several topics as possibilities for its next area of study, including 
videotaping of interrogations, reliability of informant testimony, discovery 
and disclosure practices, and defense attorney competency.  Although all 
of these issues may be areas of future study, the topic that received the 
most immediate support was postconviction availability of innocence claim 
review.  Commission members agreed that neither the appellate nor 
adversarial process is conducive to postconviction review of claims of 
innocence. 

 As an introduction, Commission members have familiarized 
themselves with the United Kingdom’s Criminal Cases Review 
Commission (CCRC), enacted by Parliament under the Criminal Appeal 
Act of 1995.23  The CCRC is an independent, executive-level agency that 
reviews convictions and sentences from England, Wales, and Northern 
Ireland and refers miscarriages of justice to the appropriate appellate 
court.24 

 In addition to reviewing the CCRC process, the Commission has been 
discussing the structural and procedural considerations for innocence claim 
review under North Carolina’s criminal justice system.  Although 
innocence claim review is an aggressive next step in the Commission’s 
work, the establishment of a process for nonadversarial review of credible 
claims of innocence offers cost and time savings for prosecution, defense, 
and the judiciary, in addition to establishing a much needed forum for 
innocence claim review.  Commission members are enthusiastic about 
continuing their work in this area. 

VI. OBSTACLES OVERCOME 

 As in many other states, the subjects of capital punishment and a 
moratorium on capital punishment have been hotly debated in North 
Carolina.25  When the Commission was established, members recognized 

 

 23. CRIMINAL CASES REVIEW COMM’N, BACKGROUND TO THE COMMISSION, 
at http://www.ccrc.gov.uk/aboutus/aboutus_background.html (last visited Apr. 14, 
2004). 
 24. CRIMINAL CASES REVIEW COMM’N, INTRODUCING THE COMMISSION, at 
http://www.ccrc.gov.uk/aboutus/aboutus.html (last visited Apr. 14, 2004). 
 25. See, e.g., Jack Hagel, Say What?, NEWS & OBSERVER (Raleigh), Apr. 2, 
2004, at N2, available at 2004 WL 56032184 (providing the views of several North 
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that, although their differing viewpoints on issues would contribute to the 
success of the Commission’s work, their viewpoints on the subjects of 
capital punishment and the need for a moratorium were irrelevant.  
Therefore, members addressed the subject in the Commission’s mission 
statement, which states: 

Members of the Commission have varying viewpoints with 
regard to capital punishment and the necessity for a moratorium in 
North Carolina.  Members unanimously agree that the Commission 
will not take a position on these issues and that individual Commission 
members will not represent their personal viewpoints on these issues 
as being shared by other Commission members or the Commission as a 
whole.26 

 On April 30, 2003, the North Carolina Senate passed a bill for a two-
year moratorium.27  Unbeknownst to anyone on the Commission, the bill’s 
preamble included references to the establishment of the Commission.28  
Although the language did not specifically state that the Commission 
supported the moratorium, several key Commission members felt strongly 
that the preamble implied a relationship between the Commission and the 
bill’s substance.  Therefore, some members felt it necessary to disassociate 
themselves from the Commission’s work.  After lengthy discussion, 
Commission members unanimously agreed that the Commission’s work 
took priority over their personal feelings regarding the bill.  They further 
agreed that Chief Justice Lake should write a letter on behalf of the 
Commission requesting that the sponsors of the bill remove any references 
to the Commission. 

 The bill did not make it to the house floor prior to the close of the 
legislative session,29 and it was never determined whether the reference to 
the Commission was removed from the preamble.  However, the process of 
clarifying that the Commission would not and could not take a position on 
or associate itself with such contentious issues was a strengthening process 
for the Commission as a whole. 
 

Carolina citizens on whether there should be a moratorium on the death penalty). 
 26. N.C. ACTUAL INNOCENCE COMM’N, MISSION STATEMENT, OBJECTIVES, 
AND PROCEDURES (June 2003) (on file with author). 
 27. S.B. 972, 2003 Gen. Assemb., 2003 Sess. (N.C. 2003). 
 28. Id. 
 29. For information on the status of the bill, see N.C. GEN. ASSEMBLY, 
SENATE BILL 972, at  
http://www.ncga.state.nc.us/gascripts/BillLookUp/BillLookUp.pl?Session=2003&BillI
D=S972 (last visited Mar. 31, 2004). 
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 Beyond the normal hurdles any large group of professionals from 
diverse perspectives and geographic areas has to overcome, the 
Commission also grappled with the impact of open meeting laws.  On the 
one hand, Commission members acknowledged that open meetings were 
consistent with its goal of increasing public trust and confidence.  On the 
other hand, most of the members of the Commission are elected officials,30 
and there was concern that open meetings could stifle dialogue between 
members, particularly if the press was present.  Although the option of 
trying to get a legislative exception to open meeting requirements was 
briefly considered, Commission members agreed that all meetings should 
remain open to the public.  It is likely that the open nature of the meetings 
has decreased dialogue somewhat, but the resulting self-restraint has likely 
had a positive impact on the overall productivity of the Commission. 

VII.    CONCLUSION 

 Although some would say the primary measure of success of the 
Commission’s work will be whether the recommendations it makes are 
accepted and implemented, there is something of greater impact that has 
resulted.  The mere formation of a Commission by such a diverse and 
respected group has increased awareness and credibility on the subject of 
wrongful conviction throughout the state and the country.  In fact, the 
Commission has been contacted by numerous states and cities interested in 
its work.31  Whether there is agreement on the issues or not, the fact that 
the issues are genuinely considered and discussed may have a positive 
effect on how future cases are investigated, defended, and prosecuted and 
on public confidence in our justice system. 

 

 

 30. District attorneys, judges, police chiefs, and sheriffs are elected officials in 
North Carolina. 
 31. Some of those include Connecticut; Virginia; New York; Louisiana; 
Washington, D.C.; Brooklyn; Boston; and Seattle. 
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